hat do vou most want from the iNatUK User
Group?
1st

Sharing ideas and experiences

Helping influence new iNat
developments internationally

2nd

Finding opportunities to
collaborate with other users

3rd

Seeing what others are doing
with iNat

4th
5th
6th

l4 Mentimeter

Learning more about iNat

Other
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If the iNat User group could address one specific need for
vou now, what would it be?
Streamline and improve data flow

record validation

1.4 Mentimeter

Help communicate the often complex issues around how to
get involved with biological recording and where the data
goes

Send my data to recording schemes so I don't have to enter

Sharing Data from iNat into the UK validation system

it twice.

(iRecord)
Improving data flow

Sorting out the iNat to iRecord link

Ensuing iNat records feed into the UK recording schemes for
consideration ... but I think Martin has already confirmed that

data flow through to the NBN Atlas (with extra vice county

will happen (as a trial?), so well done!

recorder checks to weed out iNat records that don't make
the higher bar)
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If the iNat User group could address one specific need for
vou now, what would it be?
Ensuring that data submitted has real world value/impact.

Establish and clear up verification processes and audit
trails between the flow of data from iNaturalist to iRecord

The reassurance that data captured would end up in UK
datasets

1.4 Mentimeter

To help our local recorders and especially those new to
recording to navigate the complex ecosystem of online
recording tools without replication of effort or records.

Increasing confirmed records by experts with good photos
so the Al can improve

Clarify how iNat observations contribute to national
recording

simple resources for using iNat for british audiences
Appreciate the potential of the use of tools like iNat that are
user-friendly, flexible, full of functionality, and innovation. It
attracts users and helps accelerate the throughput of
records.
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